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  ABSTRACT 
In an era marked by 4IR technologies, the intersection of Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) with intellectual property (IP) laws has set the ball rolling on a dynamic 

landscape of innovation, regulation, and competition. This cross-industry analysis delves 

into the abstraction of ICT disruption and its profound implications on IP evolution, 

exploring subtopic spectrums that underscore the devolving jurisprudence. At its core, the 

concept of Standard Essential Patents (SEPs) stands as a beacon of collaboration and 

regulation. SEPs are the bedrock of interoperability in ICT, and their licensing through 

mechanisms like cross-licensing and patent pools fosters cooperation among industry 

giants, underpinned by the Fair, Reasonable, and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) 

framework, ensuring equitable access to essential technologies. India, a burgeoning ICT 

hub, navigates these labyrinths with the introduction of Utility Models, complementing 

patent laws to bring about their objectives. 

The importance of IP in influencing ICT innovation is not merely tacit, owing to SEPs, 

Patent Trolls, and Semiconductor Licensing shaping the competitive landscape. The 

Working Group on Internet Governance (WGIG) leaves an indelible mark, steering global 

conversations on IP laws and Internet governance, influencing nations in their quest to 

protect digital innovations. The symphony of Internet Protocol Addressing, Domain Name 

System, Routing, and Technical Innovations resonates with the legal harmonies of 

standardisation and security, guided by public policy, shaping the future of internet 

governance in connection with IP laws. In this cross-industry analysis, we attempt to 

embark on an innovative evolution through the ever-rolling terrain of ICT disruption and 

IP evolution, unveiling the challenges, opportunities, and synergies that define the 4IR. 

Keywords: Information and Communication Technology (ICT), Standard Essential Patents 

(SEPs), Fair, Reasonable, and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) framework, The Working 

Group on Internet Governance (WGIG). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Information Technology (IT) law, typically understood as the legalities governing internet 

activity or human conduct in digital spaces, primarily gained recognition as an independent 

discipline during the 1990s internet boom. Commonly known by aliases such as cyberlaw3 for 

technology law, legal experts have been diligently working to define and refine it, despite 

disagreements on how to classify cyberspace and its laws. 

In the latter half of the 1990s, a vigorous discussion around the need for a specialized branch 

of IT law ensued. Critics opposed the idea, arguing that there was no need for a separate field 

of study for cyberspace law, just as there was no precedent for horse law. On the other hand, 

supporters saw IT law as a distinctive area of study, complementary to conventional legal 

fields, addressing the unique attributes of the internet that traditional laws struggle to cover. 

The debate also revolved around existing law's applicability, such as patent and copyright laws, 

to the new digital, borderless, and continuously evolving environment, a byproduct of the 

internet revolution. 

Contrary to beliefs about the internet's anarchistic structure, numerous legislation and 

regulations have quietly shaped the IT law landscape. IT law has gradually unveiled itself, with 

regulations shaping a segment and court interpretations moulding the rest. Looking at 

cyberlaw's trajectory, Lastowka drew parallels between societal shifts incited by the internet 

and those triggered by the widespread adoption of the automobile. Both have offered 

significant benefits, but have simultaneously presented new challenges and redefined concepts 

of privacy, copyright, ethics, human rights, and commerce. 

Presently, IT law is undergoing a transformation with the advent of emerging digital 

technologies, which include AI, advanced robotics, the Internet of Things (IoT), Internet of 

Service (IoS), and Internet of Bodies (IoB). These are progressively blurring the line between 

online and offline realities, creating a seamless interchange of personal and non-personal data 

across interconnected devices and the internet. This evolution may instigate a reassessment of 

IT law, extending its reach beyond the internet to include the seamless data flow across 

interconnected arenas. 

 
3 John W. Bagby, Cyberlaw: A Forward, 39 AM. BUS. L.J. 521 (2002) 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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II. STANDARD ESSENTIAL PATENTS (SEPS) AND INTEROPERABILITY IN ICT 

In the legal precedent set by Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola Mobility, Inc.4, the United States 

court articulated the definition of Standard Essential Patents (SEPs). According to the court's 

interpretation, a patent is deemed 'essential' to a standard if the utilization of that standard 

necessitates the infringement of the patent. This holds true even if there are acceptable 

alternatives to that patent that could have been incorporated into the standard. Furthermore, a 

patent is considered essential if it exclusively applies to an optional segment of the standard. 

Consequently, the court's ruling emphasises that the manufacturing of products compliant with 

a given standard is inherently impossible without incorporating technologies covered by one 

or more SEPs. 

III. IMPORTANCE OF SEPS IN ENABLING INTEROPERABILITY AMONG ICT 

SYSTEMS 

One of the fundamental aspects of SEPs is their importance in fostering interoperability. In the 

world of ICT, where a multitude of devices and technologies are interconnected, 

interoperability has become vital for smooth operations and efficient communication. Without 

SEPs, it would be challenging to achieve seamless compatibility between different devices and 

networks from various manufacturers. Through SEPs, industry standards are established, 

creating a level playing field and enabling devices from different companies to communicate 

effectively. 

Patent pools, on the other hand, bring together multiple patent holders who agree to license 

their respective SEPs to a common pool. This consolidation helps overcome the complexity 

and potential patent disputes that may arise when implementing ICT standards. By pooling 

resources and licensing patents collectively, patent pools facilitate the efficient 

commercialisation and widespread adoption of ICT technologies. 

The impact of SEPs goes beyond enabling interoperability in ICT. These essential patents also 

serve as a catalyst for further research, development, and technological advancements. By 

encouraging collaboration and the free exchange of innovative ideas, SEPs drive collective 

progress in the ICT industry, leading to improved products, services, and overall technological 

capabilities. Additionally, SEPs provide companies with a competitive advantage, as being 

able to offer products or services compatible with established industry standards bolsters 

consumer trust and promotes market adoption. 

 
4 Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola, Inc., CASE NO. C10-1823JLR (W.D. Wash. Apr. 25, 2013) 
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IV. ROLE OF SEPS IN FOSTERING COLLABORATION AND INNOVATION IN THE ICT 

INDUSTRY 

One of the primary ways SEPs foster collaboration is through licensing agreements. Companies 

holding SEPs often engage in cross-licensing, where they grant each other licenses to use their 

patented technologies. This practice allows companies to access and utilise essential 

technologies from various sources. Cross-licensing encourages the sharing of expertise, 

knowledge, and resources, leading to the development of innovative products and services. 

By facilitating cross-licensing, SEPs contribute to the creation of a collaborative ecosystem 

within the ICT industry. Companies can combine their strengths and focus on their core 

competencies, accelerating the pace of innovation. This collaboration not only benefits the 

participating companies but also drives overall industry growth. It promotes healthy 

competition, fosters the exchange of ideas, and encourages the development of new 

technologies that shape the future of ICT systems. 

Another way SEPs promote collaboration is through the establishment of patent pools. Patent 

pools bring together multiple patent holders who agree to license their SEPs collectively. This 

pooling of patents reduces transaction costs and simplifies the licensing process. Companies 

can access a comprehensive collection of patents through a single agreement, streamlining the 

development and implementation of ICT standards. Patent pools encourage cooperation and 

foster an environment where multiple companies can work together towards common 

technological goals. 

Moreover, SEPs facilitate collaboration by ensuring fair and non-discriminatory licensing 

practices. Through the implementation of the FRAND (Fair, Reasonable, and Non-

Discriminatory) framework, which is often associated with SEPs, patent holders are obliged to 

offer licenses to their essential patents on fair and reasonable terms. This framework promotes 

equal access to technologies, prevents abusive practices, and encourages widespread adoption 

of industry standards. By ensuring that licensing is fair and non-discriminatory, SEPs create a 

level playing field for companies of all sizes, fostering an inclusive environment that 

encourages collaboration and innovation5. 

 
5 Standard setting and the FRAND obligation fall under the horizontal guidelines and must be compliant with the 

landmark ruling of the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU) from 2015 in Huawei v ZTE, CJEU judgment 16 July 

2015, Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd v ZTE Corp. and ZTE Deutschland GmbH, C-170/13 (see summary of the 

judgment). 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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V. CHALLENGING IN MANAGING AND LICENSING SEPS FOR ENSURING FAIR 

ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL TECHNOLOGIES 

In the aftermath of the CJEU Huawei v ZTE case6, Several pivotal issues pertaining to Standard 

Essential Patent (SEP) licensing came to the forefront. Firstly, there is a significant question 

surrounding the determination of the royalty base. The debate revolves around whether it 

should be ascertained based on the smallest saleable practicing unit or on an end-product basis. 

This dilemma extends to its potential impact on the overall value of SEPs. Secondly, the 

determination of the royalty rate is a central concern. The dispute arises over whether the 

royalty rate should be a percentage of the end product or a flat rate. Notably, the English High 

Court's decision in Unwired Planet v Huawei underscores that a Fair, Reasonable, and Non-

Discriminatory (FRAND) royalty rate can be established by adjusting a "benchmark rate," 

primarily grounded in the SEP holder's portfolio. Lastly, there is the issue of establishing the 

level of licensing within the value chain. The question here is whether it should be assessed at 

the end-company level or at the chipmaker level. This decision has implications for the 

perceived value of SEPs within the broader context of the licensing process. 

One major challenge is determining what constitutes a fair and reasonable royalty rate for SEP 

licensing. The value of SEPs can be subjective and dependent on various factors, such as the 

contribution made by the patented technology to the overall standard and its significance in 

the marketplace. This challenge has led to numerous disputes between patent holders and 

implementers seeking to license SEPs7. An important case that exemplifies the challenge of 

fair and reasonable royalty rates is the Microsoft v. Motorola8 case. In this case, Microsoft 

accused Motorola of charging excessive and discriminatory royalties for their SEP licensing. 

The court ruled that a royalty rate should be determined based on the value of the patented 

technology itself, rather than the value of the complete device using the technology. This 

decision highlights the importance of determining fair and reasonable royalty rates to ensure 

equitable access to essential technologies. 

Another challenge lies in addressing the issue of patent hold-up, where patent holders exploit 

their SEPs by demanding exorbitant royalties or refusing to license them under reasonable 

terms. This practice can hinder fair competition, stifle innovation, and raise costs for 

 
6 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. v ZTE Corp., ZTE Deutschland GmbH, Case C-170/13, 2015 

ECLI:EU:C:2015:477. 
7 Fair, Reasonable, and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) Commitments and Royalty Stacking" by Jorge Padilla and 

Kai-Uwe Kuhn. 
8 Id at 2. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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implementers. To prevent such hold-up, courts have emphasised the importance of good faith 

negotiations and adherence to the FRAND commitment made by the patent holder. A relevant 

case exploring patent hold-up is Apple v. Qualcomm9, where Apple accused Qualcomm of 

charging excessive royalties for its SEPs. This case demonstrated the importance of ensuring 

that SEP holders engage in fair and reasonable licensing practices. 

Determining the scope of SEPs and their essentiality to a particular standard can also pose a 

challenge. Essentiality declarations play a crucial role in identifying SEPs and ensuring that 

relevant patents are licensed. However, evaluating and verifying essentiality claims can be 

complex and time-consuming, especially in rapidly evolving ICT industries where new 

standards and technologies continuously emerge. To address these challenges, standard-setting 

organizations (SSOs) have developed processes and methods to assess essentiality. For 

example, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) maintains a database 

of declared SEPs and provides guidelines for their evaluation. Such initiatives aim to increase 

transparency and facilitate fair licensing practices. 

VI. LICENSING MECHANISMS: CROSS- LICENSING AND PATENT POOLS 

Cross-licensing is a mechanism employed in the Intellectual Property (IP) landscape that 

allows companies to exchange patent rights and licenses with one another. In the realm of 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT), cross-licensing has gained significant 

importance due to its potential benefits for innovation, competition, and collaboration. This 

section delves into the benefits, challenges, and implications of cross-licensing in the ICT 

industry, along with relevant case laws and resources. 

One of the primary benefits of cross-licensing in the ICT industry is the facilitation of 

innovation. By engaging in cross-licensing agreements, companies gain access to a broader 

range of technologies and patents. This access to diverse intellectual property resources allows 

for the integration and combination of technologies, leading to the development of new and 

innovative products or services. The sharing of patents through cross-licensing can also 

accelerate the innovation process by reducing research and development costs. 

Cross-licensing also helps foster competition in the ICT industry. By exchanging patents and 

licenses, companies can compete on a more level playing field. Cross-licensing agreements 

can act as a deterrent to litigation, as companies involved in cross-licensing have mutually 

agreed upon the terms of use for each other's patented technologies. This mutual understanding 

 
9 Qualcomm Inc. v. Apple Inc., Case No.: 3:17-cv-2403-CAB-MDD (S.D. Cal. Aug. 29, 2018) 
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and cooperation mitigate the risks associated with potential infringement lawsuits and instead 

encourage competition based on product quality, efficiency, and market demand. 

Moreover, cross-licensing can promote collaboration among industry players. By sharing 

patented technologies, companies can pool their expertise, resources, and knowledge to 

address common challenges or pursue shared goals. Collaborative cross-licensing 

arrangements can lead to joint research and development efforts, standard-setting initiatives, 

and synergistic partnerships. An example of successful cross-licensing collaboration is the 

agreement between IBM and Samsung, in which the companies exchanged licenses to their 

vast patent portfolios, enabling them to collaborate on various technology development 

projects. 

However, cross-licensing in the ICT industry also poses some challenges. One significant 

challenge is negotiating the terms of cross-licensing agreements. Arriving at mutually 

acceptable terms, including royalty rates, can be complex due to the diverse nature of 

technologies, patent portfolios, and market dynamics. This challenge is exacerbated by the 

need to balance the value of patented technologies exchanged, the scope of licenses granted, 

and the potential impact on competition. 

VII. PATENT POOLS: PROMOTING COLLABORATION AND MITIGATING LITIGATION 

RISKS IN THE ICT SECTOR 

Patent pools, as collaborative mechanisms, hold significant potential for promoting 

collaboration, mitigating litigation risks, and fostering innovation in the Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) sector. This section explores the benefits, challenges, and 

implications of patent pools in the ICT industry, along with relevant case laws and resources. 

One of the primary benefits of patent pools is that they foster collaboration among industry 

players. By pooling together a collection of patents related to a specific technology or standard, 

patent pools provide participants with access to a comprehensive range of intellectual property 

rights. This facilitates the development and implementation of new technologies by reducing 

transaction costs, streamlining negotiations, and simplifying access to essential patents. 

Furthermore, patent pools help mitigate litigation risks in the ICT sector. By aggregating a set 

of patents under a single licensing framework, patent pools provide implementers with 

assurances that they can access essential patents without fear of infringement lawsuits. This 

reduces legal complexities and the potential for costly and time-consuming litigation. Patent 

pools create a more predictable environment that fosters cooperation and facilitates the 

development and deployment of standardised technologies across the industry. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
https://www.ijlmh.com/
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The case of MPEG-2 patent pool serves as an illustration of the benefits and effectiveness of 

patent pools in the ICT sector. MPEG-2 was a significant video compression standard for 

various multimedia applications. Through the MPEG-2 patent pool, multiple patent holders 

came together to collectively license their essential patents to implementers. This facilitated 

widespread adoption of the standard while simplifying licensing processes and reducing the 

risk of litigation. 

However, patent pools also present challenges that need to be carefully addressed. One 

challenge is ensuring that patent holders establish fair and reasonable licensing terms. While 

patent pools streamline access to essential patents, it is important to avoid practices that could 

lead to anti-competitive behavior or the abuse of market power. The European Commission's 

guidelines on the application of Article 10110 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 

Union (TFEU) to technology transfer agreements offer insights into ensuring that patent pools 

comply with competition law. 

VIII. THE FAIR, REASONABLE, AND NON- DISCRIMINATORY (FRAND) 

FRAMEWORK 

Fair, Reasonable, and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) framework is a standard licensing 

framework that aims to strike a balance between the interests of patent owners and 

implementers in the realm of standard-essential patents (SEPs). SEPs are patents that are 

essential to implementing a particular standard, such as in the telecommunications industry. 

The FRAND framework ensures that patent owners receive fair compensation for their 

patented technologies, while also preventing discriminatory practices and ensuring widespread 

access to essential technologies. 

One of the key principles of the FRAND framework is the requirement that licensing terms 

offered by SEP owners should be fair. This means that the royalty rates and other licensing 

terms should be reasonable and proportionate to the value contributed by the patented 

technology. Courts and regulatory bodies have emphasised the importance of determining fair 

and reasonable licensing terms, taking into account market conditions, the value of the patented 

technology, and the benefits it provides to the standard. 

An important aspect of the FRAND framework is the non-discriminatory element. This means 

that SEP owners should offer the same licensing terms to all implementers who are similarly 

situated. Discriminatory practices, such as offering better terms to some implementers while 

 
10 Article 101, Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. 
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imposing unfair conditions on others, are not in line with the principles of FRAND. This ensures 

that all implementers have an equal opportunity to access and use the standard-essential 

technology on fair and non-discriminatory terms. 

IX. ANALYSING THE PRINCIPLES AND CRITERIA OF FRAND LICENSING IN THE 

CONTEXT OF ICT DISRUPTION 

The first principle of FRAND licensing is Fairness. FRAND licenses must be fair to both the 

patent holder and the licensee, enabling the patent holder to receive reasonable compensation 

for their innovation while ensuring that licensees are not subject to unfair and anti-competitive 

terms. Fairness is achieved by setting reasonable royalty rates and terms that reflect the value 

of the patented technology. The second principle is Reasonableness. FRAND licensing 

requires that the terms and conditions imposed on licensees should be reasonable and reflect 

market practices. This includes ensuring that the royalty rates are not excessive and that the 

license terms do not unduly restrict competition or hinder market access. The third principle is 

Non-Discrimination. FRAND licensing demands that license offers be made on a non-

discriminatory basis, meaning that all interested parties must have the opportunity to obtain a 

license under the same terms and conditions. Discrimination can occur if a patent holder offers 

different licenses to different licensees, resulting in unfair advantages or disadvantages in the 

market. 

Courts and regulatory bodies consider various criteria when determining whether a licensing 

offer is FRAND. These criteria may include the market value of the patented technology, the 

essentiality of the patent to a standard, the prominence of the patent in the industry, and the 

availability of alternative technologies. Additionally, the parties' conduct during licensing 

negotiations, such as good faith efforts to reach agreement, may be taken into account. 

A notable case highlighting the principles and criteria of FRAND licensing is the Apple Inc. v. 

Samsung Electronics Co. case11. The court ruled that Samsung's licensing terms were not 

FRAND as they demanded excessive royalties and discriminated against Apple by offering 

different terms to other licensees. This case emphasised the importance of fair and non-

discriminatory licensing practices in the ICT sector. In Ericsson Inc. v. D-Link Corp.12, where 

the court affirmed that FRAND licensing obligates patent holders to offer licenses on non-

discriminatory terms, ensuring that all interested parties have the opportunity to access the 

 
11 Apple Inc. v. Samsung Electronics Co., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 147689 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 11, 2012). 
12 Ericsson Inc. v. D-Link Corp., 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 83653 (E.D. Tex. May 11, 2020). 
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patented technology. The court further emphasised that FRAND licensing requires patent 

holders to negotiate in good faith and avoid undue delays. 

X. EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS AND POTENTIAL CHALLENGES IN 

IMPLEMENTING FRAND OBLIGATIONS IN ICT INDUSTRIES 

FRAND obligations facilitate interoperability among different ICT products and services. 

When SEP holders commit to licensing their patents on FRAND terms, it encourages the 

integration and compatibility of various technologies. This interoperability enhances the 

overall functionality and efficiency of ICT ecosystems, benefiting both businesses and end-

users. 

The effectiveness of FRAND obligations is the Huawei v. ZTE13 case. In this landmark case, 

the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) established the framework for enforcing 

FRAND obligations in standard-essential patent disputes. The court held that SEP holders must 

offer FRAND licenses to potential licensees and that implementers must promptly engage in 

licensing negotiations. This ruling highlights the importance of FRAND obligations in 

maintaining competition and ensuring smooth collaboration within the ICT industry. 

Despite its significance, implementing FRAND obligations in practice is not without 

challenges. One major challenge is determining what constitutes a "fair and reasonable" 

licensing offer. There is often the potential for disputes between patent holders and potential 

licensees regarding royalty rates, licensing terms, and the appropriate valuation of the patented 

technology. Achieving a consensus on these issues can be complex and time-consuming, 

potentially leading to delays and litigation. Ensuring compliance by SEP holders and potential 

licensees requires effective dispute resolution mechanisms. In some cases, litigation becomes 

necessary to resolve disputes related to FRAND licensing terms. The legal complexities and 

lengthy litigation processes can be obstacles to the swift resolution of licensing disputes, 

potentially hampering the efficient implementation of FRAND obligations. 

In the case of TCL Communication Technology Holdings Ltd. v. Ericsson AB14, the court 

addressed the challenge of determining FRAND terms. The court stressed that when 

establishing FRAND licensing terms, the focus should be on the value of the patented 

technology in relation to the standard and the overall market. Factors such as the contribution 

of the patent to the standard, the presence of alternative technologies, and the licensing practices 

 
13 Id at 4. 
14 TCL Communication Technology Holdings Ltd. v. Ericsson AB, [2013] EWHC 3884 (Pat). 
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in the industry should be taken into account. This case illustrates the complexity involved in 

determining FRAND terms and the importance of considering various market factors. 

Another challenge in implementing FRAND obligations is the potential abuse of market power 

by patent holders. As certain patents may be essential to a particular standard, the patent holder 

possesses a strong bargaining position. This power asymmetry can lead to patent hold-up, 

where the patent holder demands higher royalties or imposes unfavourable licensing terms. To 

address this challenge, competition authorities and regulatory bodies have highlighted the 

importance of assessing the essentiality of patents and the influence of the patent holder's 

market position. The European Commission has, for instance, issued guidelines lightening the 

need for fair negotiation practices and the prohibition of abusive conduct. Such efforts aim to 

prevent patent hold-up and encourage patent holders to adhere to FRAND obligations without 

engaging in anti-competitive behavior. 

Implementing FRAND obligations on a global scale can pose jurisdictional challenges. The 

ICT industry operates across multiple jurisdictions with varying legal frameworks, which can 

lead to inconsistencies in the interpretation and application of FRAND obligations. Divergent 

approaches to determining FRAND terms and resolving licensing disputes can create 

uncertainty and hinder the effective implementation of FRAND norms. Efforts to address 

jurisdictional challenges include the establishment of specialized tribunals and arbitration 

mechanisms to provide uniformity and expertise in handling FRAND-related disputes. 

International standard-setting organizations such as the International Telecommunication 

Union (ITU) and the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) also play a role 

in promoting consistent interpretation and enforcement of FRAND obligations. 

XI. UTILITY MODELS: COMPLEMENTING PATENT LAWS IN INDIA 

Utility models offer several advantages, particularly for incremental inventions or 

improvements over existing technology. Unlike patents, utility models have shorter 

registration processes and lower examination standards. This allows innovators to obtain IP 

protection quickly at a lower cost. Utility models also provide a narrower scope of protection, 

focusing on the practical functionality or usefulness of an invention rather than its novelty. 

This makes them particularly valuable for industries with rapid technological advancements. 

In India, utility models were introduced through the Patents (Amendment) Act of 2005. To be 

eligible for utility model protection, an invention must meet the conditions of novelty, 

industrial applicability, and inventive step. Novelty requires that the invention is not publicly 

known or used before the filing date. Industrial applicability ensures that the invention can be 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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industrially manufactured or used. The inventive step requirement mandates that the invention 

must have a non-obvious advancement over existing technologies. These criteria provide a 

baseline for determining the eligibility of an invention for utility model protection. 

The introduction of utility models in India has the potential to impact the innovation landscape 

positively. It encourages inventors, particularly small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 

and individual inventors, to protect their innovations without the extensive requirements and 

costs associated with patents. Utility models can facilitate faster access to IP protection, 

promoting innovation and stimulating economic growth. This supplementary IP protection 

mechanism also encourages the disclosure of incremental technical advancements that may 

not meet the higher threshold of inventive step required for patents but are still valuable in 

driving innovation forward. 

XII. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF UTILITY MODELS AND PATENT LAWS IN 

SUPPORTING ICT INNOVATION 

Both utility models and patents contribute to supporting ICT innovation, albeit with different 

strengths and limitations. Utility models are agile and cost-effective, enabling inventors to 

obtain protection quickly for incremental technological advancements. This encourages 

continuous innovation and the dissemination of practical improvements in the ICT sector. The 

rapid pace of ICT development often aligns well with the characteristics of utility models, 

allowing inventors to gain protection while keeping up with industry trends. On the other hand, 

patents play a crucial role in protecting groundbreaking innovations, especially in complex and 

transformative areas of ICT. Patents provide strong exclusivity and market advantage, 

incentivising inventors to disclose their cutting-edge technologies, secure funding, and 

commercialise their inventions. The broader scope of patent protection encourages significant 

research and development efforts, promoting advancements that can have profound impacts 

on the ICT industry as a whole. 

In the case of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. v. Apple Inc.15, a dispute involving smartphone 

technology, the court's ruling acknowledged the importance of both utility models and patents 

in protecting technological advancements. The case highlighted the need for a balanced 

intellectual property system that enables protection for both incremental improvements (utility 

models) and groundbreaking innovations (patents). Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank 

International16, the Supreme Court of the United States examined the patent eligibility of 

 
15 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. v. Apple Inc., 569 U.S. 393 (2013). 
16 Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank International, 573 U.S. 208 (2014). 
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software inventions. The case held that the requirement for patents to demonstrate an inventive 

concept beyond generic computer implementation. This highlights the importance of utility 

models in potentially protecting software-based innovations that may not meet the higher 

inventive step requirement for patent eligibility. 

XIII. THE ROLE OF IP IN INFLUENCING ICT INNOVATION 

Intellectual property (IP) protection plays a crucial role in driving innovation within the 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector. By providing legal safeguards for 

inventions, creative works, and technological advancements, IP protection incentives 

inventors, researchers, and entrepreneurs to invest in and develop new ideas. This article 

explores the connection between IP protection and innovation in the ICT sector, highlighting 

the key ways in which IP drives technological progress. 

Firstly, IP protection encourages innovation by providing exclusive rights to inventors and 

creators. Patents, for example, grant inventors a monopoly over their inventions for a limited 

period, allowing them to commercially exploit their creations and recover their investment in 

research and development. This exclusivity incentives inventors to disclose their technologies, 

share knowledge, and push the boundaries of what is possible in the ICT industry. Without IP 

protection, inventors may be reluctant to invest time, resources, and expertise into developing 

new technologies, fearing that their creations could be easily copied or appropriated. One case 

that illustrates the importance of IP protection in driving innovation within the ICT sector is 

the legal battle between Apple Inc. and Samsung Electronics Co. In this high-profile case, the 

courts examined alleged patent infringements related to smartphone technology. The outcome 

of the case highlighted the value of IP protection in encouraging companies to invest in 

research and development, as well as promoting healthy competition and technological 

advancements in the industry. 

Beyond patents, copyrights also play a vital role in fostering innovation in the ICT sector. 

Copyright protection grants creators exclusive rights over their original works, such as 

software, music, videos, and digital content. By safeguarding the financial interests of creators, 

copyright protection stimulates the creation and distribution of innovative content, driving 

creativity and progress in the digital sphere. Strong copyright laws inspire creators and content 

producers to invest time, effort, and resources into creating groundbreaking works that 

contribute to the vibrant ecosystem of the ICT sector. 
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The landmark case of Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, Inc.17. In this case, the United States 

Supreme Court ruled that the sale of video recording equipment (Betamax VCRs) to consumers 

did not constitute copyright infringement, as long as the equipment also had substantial non-

infringing uses. This decision recognised the importance of striking a balance between 

copyright protection and the development of new technologies that enable the lawful enjoyment 

of copyrighted materials. 

IP protection also promotes innovation in the ICT sector by encouraging collaboration and the 

sharing of knowledge. Licensing agreements, for example, allow inventors and companies to 

grant others the right to use their technology in exchange for compensation. These agreements 

foster cooperation and the transfer of expertise, driving innovation by enabling the integration 

of various technologies and the creation of new products and services. Through licensing, 

companies can leverage the strengths of different inventions and collectively push the 

boundaries of what is possible in the ever-evolving ICT landscape. 

XIV. EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF IP REGULATIONS ON ICT RESEARCH, 

DEVELOPMENT, AND COMMERCIALISATION 

One aspect of IP regulations that impacts ICT research and development is the protection of 

patents. Patents grant inventors exclusive rights over their inventions for a limited period, 

allowing them to monetize their creations and recoup their investments in R&D. This 

exclusivity incentives the development of new technologies, as inventors have the assurance 

of a return on their investment. The existence of strong patent protection encourages 

researchers and innovators to explore new frontiers and invest in groundbreaking ICT 

advancements. 

Qualcomm Incorporated v. Broadcom Corporation18, Qualcomm filed a lawsuit alleging patent 

infringement by Broadcom in relation to wireless communication technology. The outcome 

of the case emphasised the importance of IP regulations in fostering innovation, as patent rights 

played a central role in asserting Qualcomm's rights over its patented technologies and 

promoting fair competition. 

Beyond patents, copyright protection is another crucial aspect of IP regulations that influences 

ICT research and development. Copyrights protect original works, such as software code, 

music, videos, and other forms of digital content. By safeguarding the rights of creators, 

copyright protection encourages the development of new software applications, innovative 

 
17 Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417 (1984) 
18 Qualcomm Incorporated v. Broadcom Corporation, 548 U.S. 293 (2008) 
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digital media, and other creative works. Copyrights ensure that creators can benefit financially 

from their creations, which, in turn, promotes ongoing innovation within the ICT sector. 

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) in the United States is an example of 

copyright legislation that impacts the ICT industry. The DMCA provides legal protection 

against the circumvention of digital rights management (DRM) technologies and prohibits the 

unauthorised reproduction and distribution of copyrighted materials. This legislation fosters 

an environment where creators and innovators can confidently develop and distribute content, 

as they have legal recourse to protect their intellectual property19 

IP regulations also influence the commercialisation of ICT products and services. Licensing 

agreements are common mechanisms used in the industry to transfer IP rights from inventors 

or companies to commercial entities. These agreements allow businesses to access and utilise 

patented technologies, software, or other forms of IP. Licensing agreements facilitate the 

commercialisation process by enabling companies to bring innovative ICT products or services 

to market, leading to economic growth and enhancing consumer experiences. 

XV. THE WORKING GROUP ON INTERNET GOVERNANCE (WGIG) AND ITS IMPACT 

ON IP LAWS 

The Working Group on Internet Governance (WGIG) played a significant role in shaping 

global IP laws. Through its dedicated efforts and discussions, the WGIG contributed to the 

development of a comprehensive framework that addressed various intellectual property issues 

arising from the growing influence of the internet. One area where the WGIG had a notable 

impact was in the protection of copyrights. By recognising the challenges posed by the digital 

age, the group emphasised the need to adapt IP laws to effectively deal with online piracy and 

unauthorised distribution of copyrighted content. Their recommendations paved the way for 

the introduction of new legislations and enforcement mechanisms to safeguard intellectual 

property rights in the digital era. 

Furthermore, the WGIG recognised the importance of striking a balance between IP rights and 

users' access to information. It advocated for policies that fostered innovation and creativity 

while ensuring that users were not unduly restricted in their ability to access and utilise 

knowledge. This stance reflected the group's commitment to promoting a more inclusive and 

equitable global IP regime. Another area where the WGIG made significant contributions was 

in addressing the issues of patent law and standardisation. The group recognised the need to 

 
19 Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA): https://www.copyright.gov/legislation/dmca.pdf 
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establish clear guidelines and principles for intellectual property rights related to technology 

standards, particularly in the context of emerging technologies such as the Internet of Things 

(IoT) and artificial intelligence (AI). Its efforts in this regard aimed to foster fair competition 

and encourage innovation while minimising potential patent disputes that could hinder 

technological advancements. 

Moreover, the WGIG played a pivotal role in promoting international cooperation and dialogue 

on IP-related matters. Through its engagement with various stakeholders, including 

governments, civil society organizations, and industry experts, the group fostered an 

environment conducive to sharing best practices and knowledge. This collaborative approach 

contributed to the harmonisation of IP laws and facilitated the resolution of disputes through 

mutually beneficial agreements. 

XVI. ADDRESSING CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN INTERNET GOVERNANCE 

THROUGH IP LAWS 

The governance of the internet poses unique challenges that intersect with intellectual property 

(IP) laws. This section explores the relationship between internet governance and IP laws, 

highlighting the challenges and opportunities they present. Internet governance refers to the 

mechanisms, principles, and rules that shape the functioning and development of the internet. 

IP laws, on the other hand, regulate the protection and enforcement of intellectual property 

rights. The synergy between internet governance and IP laws is paramount to fostering 

innovation, ensuring fair competition, and protecting digital creations. 

A crucial challenge in internet governance is striking the right balance between IP protection 

and the free flow of information. While IP laws aim to incentivise innovation and creativity, 

overly restrictive measures can stifle the exchange of knowledge and impede technological 

advancement. It is important to establish a framework that protects IP rights while fostering 

open access to information and collaborative efforts. Effective enforcement of IP rights in the 

digital realm presents a significant challenge. The borderless nature of the internet makes it 

challenging to track and prevent intellectual property infringement. Jurisdictional issues, lack 

of harmonised regulations, and the anonymity provided by the internet further complicate 

enforcement efforts. Collaboration between international entities, harmonisation of IP laws, 

and technological solutions can help address these enforcement challenges. 

Interoperability and standardisation are essential for seamless internet connectivity and 

innovation. IP laws play a critical role in supporting the development and implementation of 

technical standards. However, ensuring fair access to standards while protecting IP rights can 
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be challenging. Collaborative mechanisms such as patent pools and licensing agreements based 

on the Fair, Reasonable, and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) framework provide opportunities 

for balancing IP rights and achieving interoperability goals. With the rapid advancement of 

emerging technologies like artificial intelligence, blockchain, and the Internet of Things (IoT), 

internet governance faces new challenges. These technologies often involve complex IP issues 

such as patentability, ownership, and licensing. Updating and adapting IP laws to address these 

emerging technologies are crucial for fostering innovation, ensuring fair competition, and 

maximising the potential benefits of these advancements. 

XVII. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the intersection of information and communication technology (ICT) and 

intellectual property has given rise to a complex legal landscape known as IT law. This 

discipline has evolved over time, shaped by regulations and court interpretations. The 

emergence of new digital technologies, such as AI, advanced robotics, and the Internet of 

Things, has further blurred the line between online and offline realities, necessitating a 

reevaluation of IT law to include the seamless flow of data across interconnected devices and 

arenas. 

SEPs also ensure fair access to essential technologies through the implementation of the Fair, 

Reasonable, and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) framework. This framework obliges patent 

holders to offer licenses on fair and reasonable terms, preventing abusive practices and 

promoting widespread adoption of industry standards. By creating a level playing field, SEPs 

foster an inclusive environment that encourages collaboration and innovation among companies 

of all sizes. However, managing and licensing SEPs pose challenges in ensuring fair access to 

essential technologies. Issues such as determining the royalty base and rate, as well as 

establishing the level of licensing within the value chain, have been subjects of debate and legal 

disputes. The proper determination of these factors is crucial to maintaining the value and 

accessibility of SEPs. 

The comparative analysis between utility models and patent laws reveals a strategic synergy. 

Utility models, with their agility and cost-effectiveness, provide a viable avenue for inventors 

to secure protection swiftly, especially for incremental technological advancements. On the 

other hand, patents, with their broader scope and exclusivity, play a crucial role in safeguarding 

groundbreaking innovations, fostering significant research and development efforts within the 

dynamic landscape of the ICT industry. Examining the broader role of IP in influencing ICT 

innovation, it is evident that IP protection, whether through patents or copyrights, serves as a 
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powerful incentive for inventors, researchers, and entrepreneurs. The exclusivity granted by 

patents encourages the disclosure of technologies, driving the boundaries of what is achievable 

in the ICT sector. Copyright protection stimulates the creation and distribution of innovative 

content, contributing to the vibrant ecosystem of the digital sphere. 

The impact of IP regulations on ICT research, development, and commercialisation is 

highlighted through landmark cases such as Qualcomm Incorporated v. Broadcom Corporation, 

emphasising the significance of patent rights in asserting technological ownership and fostering 

fair competition. Additionally, copyright protection, exemplified by the Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act (DMCA), plays a pivotal role in creating an environment where creators can 

confidently develop and distribute content, knowing their intellectual property is legally 

protected. In essence, the multifaceted role of IP regulations in the ICT sector goes beyond mere 

legal frameworks; it is a dynamic force propelling innovation, collaboration, and economic 

growth. As technology continues to advance, the careful balance between providing protection 

for incremental advancements and groundbreaking innovations ensures a thriving and 

sustainable ICT ecosystem. The evolution of IP regulations will inevitably shape the trajectory 

of future technological progress, emphasising the need for a harmonised and adaptive legal 

framework that encourages innovation while safeguarding the rights of inventors and creators.  
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